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Topic - Grass root of CORONA Virus
By Shikshashtakam Pr @ Nasik
Notes
When we live in the environment in this world as per the time, location and as per the
circumstances, there are certain terms which we generally use is -diseased, epidemic,
etc. this are the words are commonly used in today's world. pandemic and epidemic of
corona virus even though they are not. When krsna talks about material world he talks
about laws of material nature which governs the material world . Human being is the law
abiding species. following any protocol for living is LAW. just like when you go to college
you will be following certain law or protocol. you cant do the things what you want or
need. even if you are walking as a pedestrian, and not following the pedestrian walking
laws than you are doing wrong. So you have to follow the decorum of the world or laws
of the world. even if you at home, you are free there are no protocols to follow but there
is a code of conduct like respecting the family, extended family, siblings, mother and
father. even if in the home are the code of conduct or discipline in the home.
So when krsna talks of material world, he talks about laws of material nature who do not
follow the rules of the world who has the virus in the ecology in earth. When youdo
something patch work or fabric store and you cover it in the patch. This mean that just to
dont feel shyness they do patchup. aajtak baad alag hai log patch nhi karte kapde ko.
phate hue kapde pehnte hai. Now this corona virus are influence everywhere. why this
epidemics are coming again and again? now corona virus, some years back there was a
swine flu, and some years ago there was SAR virus, why this epidemic are becoming
more ?why cant we go in a grass root level wherehuman beings committing more
mistakes again and again. Because we fiddle the material nature, hum material world ko
ungli karte, jab we burn our fingers than we remember that we should not do ungli nhi
karni chaiye. just see the terms to cover it. Just like cow is the herbivorous. and they
were feeding the powdered meat to cow and so that they can have more flesh.
Naturally, cow is the herbivorous animal. but when you fiddle with mother nature than
natural arrangement of the core of conduct become the repulcusion. and you get
diseased. why ? because you are playing with material world and material world is
playing with you.
Now this corona virus came from Yohang where they get corona virus from animals
because local farmers were in femine in the emergency situation,. anything they eat,
cook and sell them, specially in yohang. Therefore, when this femine went gone, and the
situation got restored that time they get hooked up to eat meat, and then once femine
were gone and now they got hooked up of that itching.
so yohang was the city of selling all the types of wild animals from all over the world,
and they were feeling boasting of that you will not get anything the world class meat of
all types of animals. they were feeling that we are great. They were eating all types of
animals. since fish is flapping on the table and they are enjoying like anything. This is the
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animals. since fish is flapping on the table and they are enjoying like anything. This is the
innovative and creative method to satisfy our pallets. How long we fiddles to our nature
when nature when gives it out than it gives out in the more unusual and morst ugliest
way. When i talking about people they were telling to me that we should not eat meat
like that from market which is unhygienic from the market but there is a way. Just like in
a house there is a rats, coackroaches, roadants flies, etc. why they are coming at home
because house is dirty and filthy. and that family of that house are telling rather than
cleaning the home they were saying which pesticides should we use ? which rat traps
should we use? but no body is asking why this first this bloody rats comes ?Now in india,
over here in nasik, people know the distinction between pros and flaws. Breaking the
laws of natuire - its said that we can never break the laws of nature, we can break
yoursel ffrom the laws of nature. So, how we trying to use our intelligence to cover up
our fiddling the material nature using science and technology.
In BG krsna explains, use your intelligence to control your mind and senses in order to
come out of the sense gratifactory life , use your intelliigence. but now a days we are
intelligently enjoying. when intelligence is used to curved down the lower tendencies
that we are using our intelligence inorder to control it but out of control.
In mumbai, they are blindly immitating the west and in the west people by seeing that,
they feel that its cool thing. They think that this is not just cool thing. For example take
the meat eating. People are eating meat in such a way. the word meat in sanskrit is
mamsa which means butcher is now killing that animal and in that another lives they will
kill me, in such a way, every animal killing he should recite the word mamasa by reciting
the word mamsa he will feel guilt and stop killing animals. Sanskrit or our vedic
scriptures tells us to bring exposure to stop killing meat but modern civilization are
covering up that,...Just like if anyone, anytime would see what happens through this
windowless rooms, the screams of animals, and how mercylessly in the pool of blood not just in the pool of blood but in the STOOLs, they are slaughters, brutally killed and
then in a sophisticated way when the processed food come to the market, and
sometimes they see the cooks meat they cant even see what behind the protein what is
that meat.
One time an experiment did in UK that a small child loves the chicken burger and her
mother asked lets make it live in home a chicken burger. than she brought chicken to kill
and given knife to that child. that child started flickered and started freaking out because
that kid was never told that in between the two buns of bread is mangled piece of meat
of this life of this innocent animal, AND, similarly, its happening now when no body is
going to the root cause of this corona virus coming us. It will coming up this kind of
bactaria or virus when you dont have any single clue to cure it and now they are saying
wash your hands, dont touch your face, mouth and eyes,etc. jaha pe pahile hath nahi
dalna tha waha dala aur abhi bolrahe ho muh me hath mat dalo, handsanatizer lekar
ghumo. So, this is because they are not following the harmony which is given for us than
nothing like this happening then we repeat the BG - many times people mock up us.,
teasing us and they says us ghaaspoos baba. and now elitest celebrity of the world are
becoming vegan.they are beyond. Virat kohli became vegan. Just because we think that
our role model is becoming superstar and i want to become like him. first you follow the
diet what he follows. So, he is becoming vegan.
Rather than becoming coperators with mother nature, we are becoming fiddlers and
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Rather than becoming coperators with mother nature, we are becoming fiddlers and
discard between other species and human beings, because of this we are creating
havoc. and in between the other species also we becoming havoc. One psycology said,
if we wipe out all the human species from this mother earth, this planet will benefit
immensely ecologically. All the pollution is created by human beings. All the forest got
densed, it will get regenerated if we wipe out human species., This unnatural virus,
bactaria, are happenings in todays world will be all rooted off.and out of that, that
psycology said if we removes one species other than human species from this planet it
will heavily ecologically imbalance. And, So, by ecologically we are the most unwanted
species and we boast ourselves about that and we starts to blame for animal for that
and we starts killing the viruses and bactaria. and these viruses looking at us and saystumne hi shuru kiya tha aur kisne bola tha bat ko khao, chipkali ko khao, ye bhi khao aur
ab hum tumko khao. When we say follow 4 regulative principles than you used to say
that - kya bichede hue log hai-you are all backdated people - ab khao mutton. khao aur
meat,and you are all eating ghasphoos-protein chaiye protein.
This seriousness of the matter that people are dying. no matter what people does
sanatize, people are dying rampantly.Otherwise, people are dying with other reason but
it wont come in news so much. but this is coming in news because it is becoming very so
quick. But why people are alarmed by this corona virus that i didint done anything that
just i touched something and i got corona virus by touching somewhere corona virus left
that. What is my mistake ?Answer from corona virus - tum insaano ne milkar jo terror
machayi iss prakriti me, aur iske bhagidar hum directly/indirectly bante hai(You are all
human beings who made troubles in material world are those who directly/indirectly
are the culprits for forming disturbance in the material nature)..
just like you may be giving so much money buying chinese products and then by our
money they eats stupids and idiotic food where it can happen disturbance in the
material nature. jistaraha humne hi apna paisa dekar khaareeda unke products ko aur
humne indirectly keh diya jaa tu jaa makhi ka soup kha, crocodile ka soup kha, machar
coackroaches ka soup pi. aur hum bolraha hai tumne tumahara paisa khaya, hum bhi
apko made in china virus dete hai.THIS IS CALLED BOOOOMARANG EFFECT.
BOOOOOMARAANG EFFECT means you think that it wont comes back to you but its
come back to you in a more ugliest way. Therefore, point of this case is here that we
have to go to the root cause of thats what our acharya says in the vedic text is the only
majoy problem in the world today is lack of krsna consciousness. Krsna Consciousness
means what you see, what you eat, what you hear, what you association, this life style is
included in the package of krsna consciousness. And, the only solution is to become
Krsna consciousness.

• The only lack of problem is Krsna Consciousness and The only solution is Krishna
Consciousness.
• Whether there is epidemic or whether there is no epidemic, thats what we are here
to trying to educate in such type of programs, program after program,prerna after
prerma, lecture after lecture. Even if you are healthy right now, but if your life style is
not leading you into a healthy future WARN Yourself, TAKE GUARD of Yourself.
• This is what we say during peace time also and pieces time also. If we are really
think that we are intelligently species lets become proactive and becomes sensitive
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think that we are intelligently species lets become proactive and becomes sensitive
as a human being or as a part of ecology of mother earth, lets become a natural
cooperator of this mother nature and not a competitor and definitely not a
fiddler(ungli karna) to the mother nature or a destroyer of this mother nature.
Thank You very much
Hare Krishna
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